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Leading UK based electronics engineering company CommsAudit develops and
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country’s most technologically advanced network and infrastructure. MTN has
over 350,000 customers and is growing quickly. To maintain its competitive
With demanding security conscious customers, CommsAudit was seeking an advanced,
advantage, the company is committed to providing its customers with new
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With mobile and Internet usage increasing at a record pace, MTN faces an
ongoing challenge: To continuously expand and improve its fibre optics network
Key to its procurement decision was the elimination of settling for a like-for-like
to stay ahead of bandwidth demand. To help facilitate this critical expansion,
replacement - CommsAudit was looking for enhancements in performance and
MTN turned
a trusted
partner,
ProLabs.
capacity.
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to improve
upon
the performance we had achieved to date,”
said James, Electronic Engineer at CommsAudit. “The choice of the highest quality
ProLabs, a leading provider of top-quality OEM compatibles for data centres
components was key as the tools we develop are used in highly sophisticated
and IT networking, has been partnering with MTN since 2010.
applications.”
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provided high-performance 10G connectivity with no data loss. Following its own 100
minimum signal loss. The 10km and 40km optical SFPs necessary to expand the
percent independent tests, the firm concluded that many optical provider companies
network had to be compatible with MTN’s Huawei and Juniper core hardware,
that it had tried were found wanting, and of those many experienced sporadic data
including converters.
loss throughout transfers.
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By allowing CommsAudit to use ProLabs’s on-site loan units as part of its proprietary
infrastructure to test compatibility prior to purchase, ProLabs was able to
demonstrate – certifiably – that its products had 100 percent uptime reliability across
multiple scientific testings.
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Subsequently, CommsAudit conducted its own independent testing on the ProLabs
system and found that the bit error rate (BER) was recorded at absolute zero. This was
in marked contrast to some of its rivals. James said: “They do not fail at all, whereas
other modules would have a BER of at best 10-12. Such a level of reliability is essential
for CommsAudit due to the stringent demands of some of our customers, for whom
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MTN turned to a trusted partner, ProLabs.
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MTN is one of the largest telecommunications providers in Cyprus, with the
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including converters.
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with fixed, mobile
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landline
communications.
Communications
Audit
Ltd (CommsAudit)
is a UK based electronics engineering

company. CommsAudit specialise in meeting the needs of government, defence,
With mobile and Internet usage increasing at a record pace, MTN faces an
and national security. It has over 25 years experience producing market leading
ongoing challenge: To continuously expand and improve its fibre optics network
RF technology for critical missions and applications. CommsAudit is committed to
to stay ahead
of bandwidth
helpservice.
facilitate
this critical
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provide
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customerdemand.
and afterTosales
Through
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experienced
MTN
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to
a
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engineering team, CommsAudit supports its global customers in sustaining and
updating their critical infrastructure.

ProLabs, a leading provider of top-quality OEM compatibles for data centres
and IT networking, has been partnering with MTN since 2010.

MTN needed small form-factor pluggable (SFP) transceivers that could provide
a stable link across digital subscriber line access multiplexers (DSLAM) with
minimum signal loss. The 10km and 40km optical SFPs necessary to expand the
network had to be compatible with MTN’s Huawei and Juniper core hardware,
including converters.
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